The New Paradigm
Volume 6
July 6, 2004 – Sept. 30, 2006 B
These are a continuation of information presented in the previous five volumes.
Janu is the Gatekeeper to all attunements. In this series, he always introduced the
Master Noeth Atule. Janu’s comments are included only if they expand upon the
topic of the day.

Understanding greatness
Refining consciousness
Humanity is on the verge of becoming that which our brothers
on other worlds have yet to achieve
The pendulum effect of human movements in consciousness
Challenging the authority of life
The roles of heart-mind and brain-mind
Time’s compatibility with the timeless
Understanding the many realities of time
Preparing for contact and interaction with other worlds
The journey into unlimited mind
The order within our spiritual being
The relationship of one paradigm to another
Understanding the true nature of humanity
A journey into relationships with other dimensions, species,
worlds, & windows into other universes
Embracing new opportunities through change
Opening the veil to the mysteries of life
Networked Life
The reach of human potential is going to seem as if there is
nothing to grasp
More on the new lifewave
A complete state of being that can move through dimensions
The union of realities for a richer life
Life is worth living
A new cycle of life to begin in 79 years
Entering Paradigm 4, of twelve

Understanding greatness
July 6, 2004 A
NOETH ATULE:
What then, our brother, is this ‘greatness’ which is spoken of,
attributed to this understanding? I am Noeth Atule challenging then humanity’s
understanding and embrace of its future, its own rich opportunity. ‘Greatness’ comes
about when challenge is overcome. Not so much the body of understanding gained, you
see, but the gaining. The expanding of life, the realization of potential of being is
‘greatness.’ An ant in your kingdom that struggles to overcome the challenges to survive
exhibits ‘greatness.’ The breakthroughs in understanding that lead your civilization to
new horizons, new victories, new freedoms, is ‘greatness.’ The unification of purposes to
overcome the challenges, the challenge, facing humanity as a complete being is
‘greatness.’
This New Paradigm understanding we have undertaken is filled with challenges,
and as humanity understands, embraces, and masters these, it realizes its ‘greatness.’ So
‘greatness’ then, our brother, is not that which raises one above another but occurs when
one embraces another for mutual benefit in understanding and expansion. This new world
on humanity’s doorstep will be filled with humanity’s greatness, for humanity will
embrace and example individual and collective well-being and enlightenment in an arena
of countless opportunities. There is an interesting blend of peace and joy when one
appreciates the larger reality of the collective expansion of Life itself.
We of this Brotherhood, which is not separate from any other, but offers its
contribution through its uniqueness, embraces and anticipates greater life. This
understanding of ‘greatness’ will serve you well through that which is to come. We will
include, in journeys yet to be taken, a greater understanding of the opportunities and
challenges that lay ahead for humanity as a whole, as a complete body of life, as it
realizes its potential and its contribution.

Refining consciousness
August 6, 2004 A
NOETH ATULE:
There are needs for refinement and conditioning of consciousness
throughout the universe as species, consciousnesses, embrace the threshold of paradigm
shift. We will continue, then, our understanding in this area referred to by our brother
Janu, the refinement of consciousness and attitude meeting, then, this time of change
advantageously.
What is refinement, then? It hovers near the basic principles of change. It
embraces the complexity of the realization of potential. Refinement exists patterned with
that needed to become one with these waves of potential. To do so, to embrace
refinement, shows a willingness and ability to master your movement of life into new
realms. The identifications and preferences and familiarities and comfort zones, as you
call them, perpetuate current circumstances. Refinement proves adaptation and is life in
motion. Refinement for some suggests improvement, the sophistication of a current
pattern of life. What we refer to here is the adaptation to new patterns. This can be
understood from the perspective of collective humanity and the essential nature of your
being. These journeys we have taken add new patterns, new dimensions of understanding
and adaptation of consciousness to a range of possibilities that have not existed for
humanity.
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Explore and embrace, then, our brother, these many possibilities as if they were
real and present in your life, not just an understanding but an experience that yields so
much more and refines you.

Humanity is on the verge of becoming that which our brothers on other worlds have
Aug. 16, 2004 B
yet to achieve
NOETH ATULE:
Freedom, then, brother, rings true in the hearts of those who sing
after the call of the wild and free. Master Noeth Atule is here, and we continue, then,
once more with this outpouring of understanding to nurture the heart-builder. Freedom,
then, must prevail in the lives of those who are willing to take on these new patterns of
life that bring with them a new set of responsibilities that are rooted in joy and the
enriching of life, where profits economic do not color everything in their path. Guilt
restrictions of life do not come from the ego driven pursuit of profits and power, for
freedom is part of the New Paradigm understanding. And realization of this new body of
potential no longer serves selfish need or perception of need, but tends more to bring into
life’s expression a command of life that reaches into its many layers and enriches it after
its own kind.
This new paradigm on humanity’s doorstep is freer than, more liberating than,
many cultures and species humanity has yet to encounter. Understand this, our brother,
that humanity is on the verge of becoming that which our brothers from other worlds
have yet to achieve. Look not to them as the source of your future. They have their own
paths and goals and challenges. Much can be learned, however, through awareness of
each other. But this New Paradigm of life of humanity will set you on a course that has
greater potential for the destiny of the human spirit than any other culture within reach.
That is part of the importance of this model.
There will be years yet in your time for substantial grasp of this to take place but
it is coming, dear one. So reach for it. Take it to heart. And be confidant in your future
and in your contribution to life. The orders of life that will be strong, along with half of
human destiny, will be far reaching in their scope of contribution. Far more is
accomplished in the dimensions of life that these orders will serve than you are aware of.
The physical universe and its manifestations, its realities, will be only a part of the world
of humanity. So, become a conscious being, our brother, conscious of many realities, of
life and your own nature and meet us there and we will show you.

Sept. 3, 2004 A
The pendulum effect of human movements in consciousness
MASTER NOETH ATULE: We are presenting as Noeth Atule, as you have requested.
Would begin this understanding with the acknowledgment of those finer forces that begin
in trailing energies assigned and accustomed to the pendulum effect of human
movements in consciousness. Understanding, then, this phenomenon or characteristic of
the to and fro of life in connection with consciousness, we would understand this
influence and engagement of the New Paradigm or the new lifewave of understanding,
you see, potential. Let us explore, then, this pendulum effect and what it offers.
The pendulum as it swings, in your understanding, retraces its steps but not
precisely, for its return journey is at another time and life has moved and so has
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consciousness. But consciousness moves this way to assure a continuation that has a
rhythm that embraces, in a circumspect way, this looping reality of life, for the movement
of the cosmos of understanding is patterned in this way and brings into clarity a
characteristic that accommodates change without losing continuity. As you embrace each
of these episodes of our presentation you begin with this pendulum effect without
realizing it, for it is subtle. Some have referred to this as a cycles or roller coaster effect
of embrace and recession, the larger the swings, the larger the embrace of greater change.
We would have you understand that. There is a forward momentum or movement hidden
in this, you see, to maximize the cycle of engagement, assimilate the experience.

Challenging the authority of life
Sept. 29, 2004 B
JANU: I am Janu speaking, questioning then the authority for life begins with the
discernment as to the nature of self. Born within these parameters is the quest for
meaning and purpose. Let us assume today that there is within each one such a quest.
This registers your inquiries as true awakening and maturation. Our brother and master,
Noeth Atule, his quest is through his service to humanity by way of these discourses. Let
us move now, then, to the beauty of his being as we listen once more.
NOETH ATULE:
It is, as you have requested, that which I am. Known to you as
Noeth Atule, the master of my being. And you are the master of yours, no matter the
degree, for you are at all times that you are, more than that you portray in your sojourn.
The New Paradigm understanding moves in this direction and begins with a
challenge to the authority of life on its quest for meaning and purpose. This is a natural
course for awakening to each new paradigm of expression, as the attention and inquiring
moves from understanding each threshold of potential and then to the next quantum shift.
Each body paradigm has its reality according to the interests of engaging life
consciousness. Life consciousness adjusts to each body paradigm and senses its readiness
for each new shift, as does the body paradigm sense or respond to the engagement.
Beckoning each other, they become one and are known one to another.
This paradigm of which we have been speaking is number three in the course of
human affairs, human destiny. The focus, then, for your transition into the next is to
challenge, in the interest of truth and awakening, the authority for life and your own
nature. Do so in love, determination, perseverance, honesty, courage, and wisdom.
Blossom as the flower when each petal pushes itself into full extension to absorb the light
that gives it life.
The roles of heart-mind and brain-mind
Dec. 6, 2004 A
NOETH ATULE:
We are the Master Noeth Atule, to begin this day with this
understanding as to the nature of the human endeavor to become arranged with life to
mutual benefit. Endeavors of this nature prolonged into the human consciousness can
take lifetimes for your species, but bring about great reward through awakening.
Begin then with this understanding that the seeming chaos in human thinking and
endeavors that result belongs to a group who bring about such disorder for the purpose of
rearranging fixed perceptions as to human destiny, human function, and human potential.
Humanity bears no resemblance to this chaos in terms of its potential and design. So
much of human thinking is based upon previous thoughts, your so-called history, that the
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future must look as the past, when the brilliance of the human journey is truly revealed in
the fullness of the moment. This lesson is difficult to understand for many, for they are
unused to the nature of this kind of thinking.
Now the intellect-mind wanders through historical facts and logical outcomes and
projections. It fails to see the light of the moment. The inspiration for its genius is found
through the miracle and the magic of what the heart-mind embraces in the moment, for
the truth of the moment is far vaster and more complete than the logical progressions of
life that the intellect embraces. There lies the conundrum for many. What can be greater
than intellectual understanding? How can the heart access such power, to render the
intellect the servant? The openness of mind as suggested by our brother Janu opens the
intellect to that which the heart-mind reveals in a moment of light. The intellect-mind
remains alert and steadfast in its function and capacity but in these moments of openness
finds inspiration of a more complete nature.
January 11, 2005
Time’s compatibility with the timeless
JANU: Freezing a moment in time begins a journey that lasts as long as time itself. For
today’s journey into the understanding of the New Paradigm as presented by Master
Noeth Atule, we would have you understand that time’s compatibility with the timeless is
neutralized when there is agreement upon differentiation of the continuum. Now the
essential compatibility continues but the expression of it changes in the eye of the
beholder of such agreement.
NOETH ATULE:
We are Noeth Atule, bringing you one of the great understandings
of life as it portrays to the next episode of human endeavor. The new paradigm speaks to
many realities, many opportunities, and many challenges. It addresses the nature of life
that includes both individuality of expression and being, and oneness, connectedness,
universality of consciousness, and the embrace of diverse expression. Presentation, then,
of life holds within its grasp the comforting knowledge that there exists within each a
threshold of life that encompasses, that includes all apparent boundaries or
differentiations, you see. Time is but one, but what you must and can learn of it speaks to
all the others.
The new human experience will understand and walk in the path of true
timelessness and understand, for the first time, in a common way, their eternal nature. No
longer will human endeavor be bound by the perceptions of limited time or empirical
progression. It will be a society of multiple, simultaneous awarenesses or consciousness
that affords an integration of understanding of the ripple effect of every human endeavor
and thought and emotion throughout life. You live in a sea of life with currents and
ripples running constantly. Time is a field of reality that has its currents and ripples as
well. Yet all the ripples and currents have one reality in common, and that is
timelessness.
The New Paradigm understanding embraces this and liberates humanity from its
many self-imposed shackles of misperception. We welcome the opportunity to speak to
these matters and help begin, for many, the wonderful journey of awakening. Walk with
us, our brother, as we take this journey with you. And welcome all who would enjoy it,
for humanity’s path of destiny is rich beyond your imagination at this time. You sit in
wonder of the vastness of life, its genius, its simplicity, its eternity, and its intimacy. All
of these and more are yours as well.
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Understanding the many realities of time
Feb. 22, 2005 A
JANU: The discipline of this consciousness is held within innumerable steps or plateaus
of reality dealing with shifts of many kinds, including time. The New Paradigm model
applies to this area of consciousness as well and addresses each plateau as it progresses,
the Paradigm understanding, that is. Let us resume, then, our attention to that which is the
teacher of this understanding, the Master Noeth Atule.
NOETH ATULE:
We are Noeth Atule, addressing as we may the collaborative
balance of the quest and the becoming. Time has always been the issue of contention in
the affairs of humanity, both philosophical and practical. We would have you understand,
at this juncture, that time is elusive for it does not have its province wholly in your three
dimensional existence. Time is a state or condition of life progression, whether linear or
nonlinear, whether random or predetermined, as some would choose to address it. Time
belongs to the niche in consciousness that reaches for reality whether in concrete or
abstract terms. Time is propelled by, and propels, the breath of life, and the realization of
consciousness as a function of potential.
In your world, time is considered or perceived as a linear reality. It is measured
linearly. It is the root for empirical thinking. What then of another model within the
spectrum of time-reality that includes the union, the co-existence of multiple elements of
reality as if they acted as one? Time, then, can be seen as the Divine Arbiter of
simultaneous reality. Time exists as a platform of reference for differentiation and union,
for singularity and multiplicity, for expansion and contraction. Consider evolution in the
role of one reality of time. But consider its counterpart in another reality of evolution and
the looping reality of life becomes apparent.
So you see it is linear to some degree, and looping to another and phasing in
another and transmuting in another. All the realities of life share this multi-dimensional
time reality and all of their adventures benefit from it. You perceive your existence as
finite and singular. It is so much more than that, our brother. Begin to move, then, in the
New Paradigm projection as a coexisting, multidimensional, phasing, transmuting,
contracting/expanding, eternal being, looping in your own existence, even as the Source
of Life, of which you are a part, does the same.

March 9, 2005 A
Preparing for contact and interaction with other worlds
JANU: Grand scale, then, speaks to that which includes discipline, progression, and a
grasp of tomorrow in the moment. Shall we begin with, at this juncture, an analysis of
today’s exploration, beginning with that of the wise counsel of Master Noeth Atule.
Frequenting these visits we speak to a number of angelic beings, other masters, lay
people about your world, that contribute to and benefit from this connection, this subject.
Ringing, then, as if a bell, a chime, there are reverberations from these moments that
claim the secular history of the dominant classes or members of humanity that reach into
its future.
NOETH ATULE:
There are a number among us who have become aware of and
knowledgeable in these matters of the next lifewave of potential for humanity, which has
yet to realize the scope of the intimacy of the connection with each moment that life has
with all of its elements, including humanity. Not only is each one not alone in life, but
even influences the destiny of its own journey with the fulfillment of the destiny of
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others. What we speak of today mounts on top of the tradition of excellence that has
existed in humanity and those who serve it.
But even now, there comes upon you a new threshold of excellence that will tax
everything you have gained as a beginning to new possibilities. Humanity will grow so
rapidly in consciousness and in conduct once it matures to the point of a more universal
appreciation of the merits of other lifeforms, other worlds, other cultures. But the work of
preparation begins with the peoples of your nations demonstrating these qualities with
each other. The New Paradigm is predicated upon this achievement. Begin, then, with
your family, your neighbors, your community, your local governments and community
services. For what is to be achieved cannot be demonstrated in one area of life and
subverted in another.
The New Paradigm will include principles of engagement with these new
understandings of what seem to be distant worlds. Much to be obtained long before
physical contact for, as we have demonstrated, your contact with other worlds’
technologies, cultures, and individuals has already begun. The New Paradigm
understanding is not to be mastered only in quiet reflection, contemplation, and
absorption of understanding, but through demonstration, challenge, and achievement.
One will perceive life and their own being in a completely new way. This will bring an
openness that will allow or facilitate that perception in others. Now, not all cultures and
species are adept at this, and there will be contact with such. More then the need, you see,
for a certain maturity in these dealings.

The journey into unlimited mind
Mar. 23, 2005 A
NOETH ATULE:
We are Master Noeth Atule, seeing into the future then as it applies
to this series. What we have in store with and for humanity is just this, a consciousness
that perceives the future per se ultimately as easy as the past, for in this unadulterated
consciousness, they truly become one. The union of mind into one perspective that unites
all others in the human experience to be sure is transcendent, but this will mean a journey
or merging into faculties of consciousness that reside in what seems at this time, distant
and nebulous realities of being. A grand awareness and study in the full range of human
potential and faculties of consciousness yet to be even dreamed of. For this journey is the
journey into Unlimited Mind and Unlimited Being. The future of humanity lies within it
and not some distant future yet to be touched. The future of humanity lies within what
some might call the DNA of consciousness, the core architecture of potential, and in a
broader understanding. The future coexists with the past and with the present.
Understanding this reality is served by the journey into duality, for the whole of you is
understanding Being through manifestation.
The New Paradigm is part of that journey, by no means the last part. But it is,
nonetheless, vast and rich with potential. Each lifewave of potential is unique and
initiated by the collective consciousness of the life that is about to partake of it. These
lifewaves of potential manifest throughout the universe and even influence each other.
Every individual contributes to each threshold and you will learn, our brother, that the
future is now, this moment. So, be conscious in the fullness of the moment and embrace,
and manifest, through the range of potential of past, present, and future. And leave
judgment and confusion behind.
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The order within our spiritual being
Mar. 28, 2005 A
JANU: Yes, greetings, my brother. I am Janu speaking, arranging then this time for the
benefit of others, with their attention upon or focused upon greeting the future with new
vigor and determination. We begin this journey acknowledging the effect of this
understanding upon the wisdom, the accumulated wisdom, of humanity as it brings next
to its heart the passion for life itself.
NOETH ATULE:
Yes, we are Noeth Atule, speaking at this, conveying then this
understanding born of the desire to behold life and the universe in a way that speaks well
to the advancement of understanding, the realization of opportunity, and the mystery and
magic of life itself.
For today’s contribution we shall endeavor to embark upon that element of
understanding, the order that exists within your spiritual being, meaning of each one’s,
our brother. The New Paradigm also includes a richness, an evolution of your spiritual
nature to adapt to, to embrace, to assimilate that which is inherent in the new lifewave of
potential. The New Paradigm, our brother, is a paradigm of consciousness, spiritual
consciousness, and that reality of your being is on the move.
Now, what meaning, what influence does this have for humanity? If it is true that
the divine, the collective being of life, the source of life is evolving and realizing its own
being, this must then apply to all of the elements, including humanity. The New
Paradigm is part of that evolution, for it describes the movement in consciousness that
will be one with this new lifewave of experience and wisdom and fuller connection with
all of life. As we have alluded to before, there will be a growing affinity with each other,
nature, other species, and other realities of existence.
These elements of your spiritual nature, or being, that have this capacity are
awakening, to slumber no longer. To facilitate the answers to your questions, heretofore
unanswered. To arrange your relationship with living that you may benefit from the flows
of life that serve your interest and your evolution. The genius of others and yourself
become universal resource and benefactor. Well-being of your vehicles is enhanced
through inner harmony and understanding of their needs for well-being. Perverse interests
give way to grandness, of the beauty of life and its rich traditions of beneficial
associations. The fullness in the heart is realized when your oneness with everything
eliminates any sense of being alone or disconnected. Your Light Being becomes more
radiant and you realize you are free and unlimited and eternal, as life is. Awakening
includes Personality Ego as well as your Light Being.
This movement in the consciousness of humanity is heard by other beings and
they serve, in their way, this change for humanity.

The relationship of one paradigm to another
April 15, 2005 B
JANU: Today’s journey into the New Paradigm consists of a report, so to speak, of the
declining nature of the role of your current paradigm in your affairs. The Master Noeth
Atule will speak of this while bringing about the new understanding.
NOETH ATULE:
Somewhat different, then, than the tone and measure of previous
discourses, we shall include in our development of understanding, our paradigm of life
engagement, a respectful glance at the withdrawing of that which has served so well. For
understand, then, the relationship of one paradigm to another, one lifewave of potential to
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another, one humanity to the next, you see. For the exalted one is the one that has served.
And the one full of hope and promise is the one to come. And the benefactor is life itself,
carried forward by the movement of the human journey.
What, then, is this relationship between what has been and what will be? They
are, in the fuller understanding, the circle of life, each connected, each completing each
other, and each renewing each other. For renewal and completion are one and the same,
and past and the future human are viewed in this way, and understood in this way. For the
changing of form, through what you call evolution, is but a moment, but the changing of
consciousness is an expansion of light and its nature is eternal, you see. Even beyond
your universe is yet another, and light still continues.
The circle of life has no end and no beginning and a new human will understand
this and live in this way, one to another, one with the rest of life. The circle of life, the
paradigm of paradigms, the moment of moments is thought without beginning or end,
and knows no limit of time. The balance, then, we speak of in the new order of life for
humanity, the new paradigm, is the growing sense and relationship with the reality of
eternity, and the thrust of the moment as it reveals eternity. Completion and beginning of
thought, completion and beginning of a day, of a moment, held together as one, bringing
peace to all quests, all victories, and all struggles.
Embrace the circle of life that you are, and understand the New Paradigm more
completely. And, yes, this circle we speak of is multi-dimensional. From the singularity
to the breadth of all creation, and even they are one, you see, in this understanding and
reality.

Understanding the true nature of humanity
July 1, 2005 B
NOETH ATULE:
We are, as you have become aware, invested with that which
belongs to humanity by virtue of its True Nature. This prolonged series of understandings
build toward a beginning grasp of that True Nature. What we speak to this evening is the
grand scale of the human journey and its true nature. This paradigm understanding
belongs to the record of that which precedes current understanding of human history.
This record reaches into the dim beginnings--dim to humanity, you see--that began in
some ways not on your world, and in some ways not limited to it.
The human journey is a noble effort to forestall a drift in one of the many currents
of life that embraces the union of individuality and oneness. The human journey aids in
completing this union for the purpose of reinforcing another current of life yet to be
formed. The scope of this undertaking predates even your world and will find completion
on yet another. You are correct to think of, to perceive, the human reality as a body, a
being, sentience, and individual in a more cosmic sense. So the path of enlightenment
into common cause and purpose for individuals correlates to the body human, the being
human, realizing the collective unity of life, serving then this life current or movement.
Bringing together, then, these vast and diverse elements of human consciousness
into a collective awakening is what we serve, our brother, and is the nature of the New
Paradigm and those yet to come. See this undertaking in this way and together we will
realize our contribution.
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A journey into relationships with other dimensions, species, worlds and windows
Aug. 11, 2005 B
into other universes
NOETH ATULE:
We are Noeth Atule, speaking then on this side of life, endorsing,
if you will, that which will become part of human destiny reaching into even a new
relationship with time as you perceive it to be. The New Paradigm has many surprises in
store for you, our brother. The groundwork which has been begun is prelude to a number
of thresholds that would appear as quantum movements yet they are reasonable and
natural to human potential.
The New Paradigm is more than a model for understanding and appraising the
next wave of potential. It holds within its potential many journeys into relationships with
other dimensions, other species, other worlds, and, in due course, through the assistance
of others, non-human if you will, windows into other universes. There are those of you
who have embarked on this already and their number is greater than you might imagine.
The New Paradigm will be understood and experienced less as a model and more
as an identity shift into who you are and your potential. You will own this experience,
what this paradigm represents, and it will become part of your identity. You will become
aware of elements of life and realities, beings and consciousnesses, and places within you
and outside of you, so to speak, and they will merge and become one.
Your technology will begin to develop more effectively as a parallel path to the
potential of consciousness, for one serves the other, you see. For all is life and connected.

Aug. 22, 2005 B
Embracing new opportunities through change
NOETH ATULE:
Let us continue then with these conveying in a way of
understanding the next generation of opportunities for humanity at large. We enjoin these
opportunities to speak on this matter, portraying the life that awaits humanity in terms
that speak of a new richness in the order of life, and the changes required to embrace it.
The requirements of change themselves are part of the maturing or growth process of
engaging life in a larger way. We would have you understand that, that change no longer
be feared and positioned against to, as you perceive, preserve that which you have
acquired, realizing that the acquisitions of life, that is in motion, are in motion as well.
Allow these things to freely move through your life. Let none become entangled in it, you
see.
This is an element of the New Paradigm, that stagnation no longer ferment and
corrupt change. Let all of your philosophies, dogmas, principals, laws and rules of living
be in motion. Even your existence, our brother, is in flux. Embrace change, not only as a
way of living but as a way of being. And you will open to its unique vitality and freedom.
Awakening reveals this to you and it is the way of the awakened mind and being. And
even this, our brother, will change and be seen and understood in new ways yet to come.
Be alive. Be in motion. And be free.
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Opening the veil to the mysteries of life
Oct. 4, 2005 B
JANU: Today’s understanding portrays the simple life due the initiate who sanctions
movement into the realms of greater possibility by those who are the masters of such. Let
us look then again into this understanding as we invite the company of the Master Noeth
Atule.
NOETH ATULE: We bring to you this day the energy of a spring morning which best
describes or emulates the recovery pattern of the initiate who sings the song of life,
rendering the heart into the light of understanding.
Today’s journey into the New Paradigm brings to the fore the initiation into such
as it belongs to the free speech of the heartsong of life. The new lifewave of potential
engaged by the New Paradigm of understanding, brings the initiate to the point where
there develops within the heart an answer to the call to open the veil to the Mysteries of
Life. One can, when so induced, reach into and feel or experience the pull into expansion.
This is a natural attraction and affinity between the consciousness and its destiny through
the realization of potential.
Allow this, our brother initiate. As you can see, this embrace has its own timing
and pace, for it is a natural occurrence. It is not contrived.

Nov. 15, 2005
Networked life
NOETH ATULE:
The New Paradigm, as you have termed it, is an order of life
bestowed upon those who have chosen it. In part, a gift of universal life or consciousness
and, in part, constructed and tailored by those it serves. Reaching then deeper into this
model of engagement of life, this lifewave of potential, we examine for understanding the
nature of networked life, grids of energy and consciousness, patterns of relationships,
origins and creations of countless ripples of life, and the navigation of such.
The New Paradigm opens this doorway, if you will, of opportunity. The
networking in your current technology speaks to ideas and social systems. What we refer
to here is becoming one with the living system of life. There is a kind of symbiosis on
this level of consciousness, of being, where one finally embraces for the first time the
intimacy, the enrichment of being connected with life in this way. Now this grid, this
network, can carry you, so to speak, throughout the universe, but it evolves as well, as
collectives of consciousness initiate change and create new pathways. Yes, this is like a
neuro-network of a growing brain of a young person, maturing.
This universal mind with infinite diversity and infinite potential is your heritage
and your legacy at the same time. Movement into this reality moves one closer to a
consciousness of being one with the Source of Life. You will experience your
contributions to universal mind being received and expanded upon, and the joy and
motivation is the result in countless venues, and those gains are your resource, as well.
Much to be realized here as you move from individual to universal being, and
experience a broader tapestry of life. All you have enjoyed--art, music, science, imagery,
philosophy, culture, nature--will be perceived in a completely new way, richer, deeper,
more meaningful and more intimate than ever before. Your personality will be
transformed and your consciousness will grow, as will your Light. Allow yourself to
become.
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The reach of human potential is going to seem as if there is nothing to grasp
Jan. 27, 2006

JANU: We are covering this afternoon that which proclaims to be the final edict for
humanity as it addresses the epoch of the current paradigm. Or should we say: lifewave
of potential? Our brother, the Master Noeth Atule, will address this, bringing his
understanding and wisdom.
NOETH ATULE:
This subject belongs in the archives of life, for there has been
signaled, by way of design or pattern within your lifewave, that it is no longer expanding,
but serves the coming of the next wave, you see. The reach of human potential is going to
seem as if there is nothing to grasp. This will change as you begin to embrace the reality
that you are more than a human ego, for the imprint of the next wave begins in the
consciousness and your patterns of existence. So acknowledge the truth of the human
journey and allow the next wave of potential into your heart, into your thought, into your
being. Become one with that.
There are those who have a paradigm of thought that that worth pursuing must be
realized in the same sojourn. The new understanding is much larger. You will experience
the transition such that you will be aware of a descending wave in retreat and the new
wave as your center reality. Your changes in perspective will change as well. Be open to
those in other realities who make this change with you and benefit with wisdom.

More on the new lifewave
Jan. 31, 2006 B
NOETH ATULE:
For the first time, then our brother, we shall explore the
brotherhood, so to speak, that serve the awakening of this paradigm model of life. We are
Noeth Atule, exploring life with you.
The harmony of life and minds that unite to establish and continue this reality
belong to an Order of Life whose wisdom can embrace the scope of this and more. Their
influence is as described: the light that shows the way. For the New Paradigm is not
scripted other than by the nature of its potential. And there are those who are adept at
bringing light and understanding to new fields of endeavor and experience for the one yet
unaware.
Let there be then a growing resonance of the expanding consciousness with the
light that shows the way. This new lifewave for humanity, as its potential is engaged,
brings human consciousness into enlightened harmony, more as one, each one growing
into an awareness of collective human destiny and, through this, the human role in a
larger destiny that includes many other beings in many realities.
There are many lifewaves of potential that exist through most of the universe.
Their history and their future are a vast Order of Life, of which yours is a part. The
choices and opportunities seem infinite in number, yet there is a plan made of many
plans. And there is destiny.

April 24, 2006
A complete state of being that can move through dimensions
NOETH ATULE:
We are Noeth Atule as proclaimed and would encourage the
seating of this understanding into the reservoir of consciousness that is deepening. For
this New Paradigm on your journey and adventure affords the opportunity to become the
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realized natural being that is humanity and add this refined vital reality to your True
Nature. For your True Nature spins a web of intriguing opportunities to catch, on the
wind of life, many patterns of being.
The realized human will become entrusted with the opportunities to reach into a
complex state of being that can move through dimensions. The willingness to become
more will prevail upon the orders of life to reveal themselves. Many doors will open, not
yet imagined, and humanity will understand and accept the true power of cooperation, of
harmony, and of service to those who explore life.
Exploring this next lifewave is a rich journey, indeed, and the New Paradigm of
human consciousness is your passport into a greater life. Understand it well. The rigors of
living life can be absorbed into a steady transition into serenity and peace of mind and
heart. The New Paradigm model guides this ability and more. Your vast internal reservoir
of strength and clarity will sustain you. And the love of life will endure. Peace then, our
brother, on this journey.

June 15, 2006 B
The union of realities for a richer life
NOETH ATULE:
This New Paradigm series lacks little in the way of potential
understanding for engagement. We bring these to your attention for conveyance. The
focus for this opportunity at this time remains welcome to the path of this understanding,
this series.
Let us bring into focus, then, a perception of the real dynamic of the rejuvenated
human. Rejuvenation in this context refers to refreshing human understanding to its
patterns of existence, purpose, and potential. When we look at the New Paradigm in this
venue of understanding, what we see is a predominance of the human spirit to quest and
to achieve, but in many ways the common quest is of the material universe more than
humanity’s nature and its potential to embrace far more. The New Paradigm moves in
this direction and yields comfort in the knowing that the human path is far from over.
We encourage you to see that this richness of potential is built within you, no
matter what you glory in by way of material universe achievement. One need not wait for
physical transportation to visit, know, and savor distant realities. They are distant to the
materialist, but not to the Light Being that you are. One need not wonder what lies
beyond, waiting for the creation of technology.
What we see in your future is the coming together of the seen and the unseen into
a composite reality, realizing the full potential of experience. This is the future of
humanity, this merging. One not seen is more real than the other. For all of life, all of
creation is real, our brother. This is the new venue of the future of humanity. It is the
union of realities for a more complete life and a richer one.

Life is Worth Living
Sept. 7, 2006
JANU:
We have before the registered account of that proceeding which nullifies
the acceptance of so much forecasting of the destructive scenarios, the gloomy forecasts,
and perils to living by so many. We would register that there is currently, and will come,
an eventide of blessing that will give rise to confidence in the merit of striving for
excellence in living.
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Be it known that this attitude and effort has always been, and will always be,
productive regardless of the trials. Those who perceive that they profit from the strife of
others, the poverty of others, the ignorance of others, and, from their point of view, the
gullibility of others will always reap what they have sown. For the nature of life was not
designed to self-destruct, but to continue and expand and blossom, realizing its full
potential. The challenges you encounter have always been there, as opportunities to grow
in strength and mastership of life.
We declare and decree that life is inevitable, filled with diversity and change and
motion and creativity. Let there be, then, those who embrace resolve to master life
through understanding, compassion, engagement, and service. Yes, your memory of
Bishop Fulton J. Sheen’s Life is Worth Living expresses this. Stand firm in commitment,
determination, and open mindedness, sponsored by a loving heart.

A new cycle of life to begin in 79 years
Sept. 20, 2006 B
JANU: These New Paradigm understandings bring with them a toll, or fee if you prefer,
predicated upon engagement. Even as we speak, life is rich with opportunity to engage
these. Your life has been structured in this way from its beginning. It is one thing to
understand, to grasp a cycle of life. It is yet another to experience it and grow in its ebb
and flow and its wake.
NOETH ATULE:
The New Paradigm as such, for this cycle of life, will begin in
earnest 79 years hence in your time. And by ‘earnest’ we mean: will take hold of human
consciousness and begin mapping the structures of thought and understanding, of
commitment, of compassion, and clarity. This will not be the province of a select few or
group, but will be here and there throughout your world. The New Paradigm, the new
cycle of life, will become real and address the thirst of so many for freedom, will lift the
veil over creativity and enrich many hearts with true peace and a convincing dialogue
with a larger life. The New Paradigm experience will transition old concepts into new
ones, old social structures into global concern and embrace.
We will join you in this, as we have with many worlds. For even though we know
of that we speak, each world’s journey is unique. And we all expand together. The next
world will come and go and the next and the next, as the cycles go on and on. And each
one brings a new breath of life, a new vitality, and a new joy for the soul and spirit.
We encourage these, our brother, and will be with you throughout as hope and generosity
return to the hearts of humanity.

Oct. 16, 2006 A
Entering paradigm 4 of 12
NOETH ATULE: The balance of this series to encompass an understanding that was
initiated and designed before the beginning of your current paradigm. You’re in
Paradigm No. 3 for your species, moving into No. 4. And, yes, there have been cycles of
peaks and valleys from one paradigm to another. Your upcoming peak experience will
reside within the framework of the Fourth Paradigm, nearly halfway through it. For, from
that point on, the human experience will be preparing for the next journey that will be
less physically oriented. Much to look forward to and much grandness in the journey.
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Today’s contribution renders much of what has been gained into a focus for the
annealing process, the firming up of your foundation of understanding as it relates to
purpose of being, contribution to life, and destiny. These journeys are a gathering of
understandings that portray this as the unified reality. Much of your current exposure to
elements of the reality of life are gaining a foothold in this foundation, but what is
coming in the human experience is unified understanding that embraces these elements
and more.
Yes, even your individuality among the masses has yet to become a unified
experience or reality. The collective human is the reality and seen as one by those of the
One that initiate and project your collective journey. Consciously unified, the collective
human embodies the true power of life as a creative force that will contribute to
propelling this universe into its next peak experience of its destiny.
Yes, we see twelve paradigms in the future of humanity, balanced through the
union of them all. Let us be, then, about the business of this new paradigm for you, and
you will appreciate, in time, the mutual impression of yours among many others in the
universe. We regard these as the jewels of life, for they are gems in their radiance and
their beauty as they take their place in the tapestry of life that is this universe.
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